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The electronic structures of the nickel oxide electrode, NiO$_x$(OH)$_{2-x}$, for $x=0.1-1.6$, and related nickel oxide materials, Li-substituted NiO, Li$_2$Ni$_2$O$_2$ for $y=0-1$ and *Ni$_{4+y}$* compounds, K$_2$NiO$_2$(IO$_4$) and Ba$_2$NiO$_3$, have been investigated using Ni 2p XPS (X-ray photoemission spectroscopy) and Ni K-edge XAS (X-ray absorption spectroscopy) data. Three aspects of the Ni 2p XPS spectra (the main peak energy, satellite energy separation, and main-line shape) and three aspects of the Ni K-edge XAS spectra (pre-edge peak energy, K-edge energy at the half-step height, and white-line peak energy) have been analyzed by the aid of simplified models and theoretical calculations. The results of these analyses consistently favor the more covalent electronic structures, Ni$_{2+y}$O$_x$(OH)$_{2-x}$, for $x=1.0$ and 1.5, Li$_2$Ni$_2$O$_2$(IO$_4$) and Ba$_2$NiO$_3$(IO$_4$)$^-$, over the conventional one-ionic electronic structures, Ni$_{2+y}$O$_x$(OH)$_{2-x}$, for $x=1.0$ and 1.5, Li$_2$NiO$_2$(IO$_4$) and Ba$_2$NiO$_3$(IO$_4$)$^-$, for $x=1.0$ and 1.5. This finding suggests that the oxidation of the Ni$^{2+}$ ion is harder than oxidation of the O$^{2-}$ anion for these nickel oxide compounds studied here.

I. INTRODUCTION

The nickel oxide electrode (NOE) has been used for over a century in nickel-cadmium batteries and therefore has been studied extensively. In spite of this effort, there still remain many questions concerning the electronic structure (ES), especially the oxidation state of Ni (O/S/Ni) in the charged electrode. The overall reaction for charging of the NOE is, in the simplest form,

$$\text{Ni(OH)}_2 \rightarrow \text{NiO}_x\text{(OH)}_{2-x} + x\text{H}^+ + xe^-,$$

where $x$ can be as high as 1.6. This reaction has been interpreted as oxidation of Ni$^{2+}$ into the higher oxidation states, Ni$^{3+}$ and/or Ni$^{4+}$; that is, the oxidation product NiO$_x$(OH)$_{2-x}$ is viewed as

$$[\text{Ni}^{2+} + \alpha\text{Ni}^{3+} + \beta\text{Ni}^{4+}] \text{(OH)}_{2-x}^\alpha,$$

where $\alpha + \beta + \gamma = 1$ and $2\alpha + 3\beta + 4\gamma = 2 + x$. (II)

Ample evidence for Ni$^{3+}$ and Ni$^{4+}$ species in the charged NOE have been presented by many authors [1]. The ES (II) is currently accepted by a majority of workers in the field.

On the other hand, a recent study [2, 3] by Sawatzky's group on Li$_2$Ni$_{1-x}$O for $x=0.0-0.5$ has clearly demonstrated that the ES of Li$_2$Ni$_{1-x}$O should be viewed as [Li$^+$ O$^-\text{Ni}$]$_x$[Li$^+$ O$^-\text{Ni}$]$_{2-x}$ independent of $x$. Note that now O$^{2-}$ rather than Ni$^{2+}$ is oxidized, suggesting that oxidation of the Ni$^{2+}$ ion is harder than oxidation of the O$^{2-}$ anion for this compound. Similar phenomena have been observed for CuO and the high-temperature superconductors (such as La$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$CuO$_4$), where oxidation of Cu$^{2+}$ has been found again to be harder than oxidation of O$^{2-}$ [4]. The Li$^+$-O$^-$ centers, normally identified with O$^-$ ESR analysis, also appears when Li$^+$ ion is substituted for a metal ion in MgO, CaO, and SrO [5]. This is expected since oxidation of Mg$^{2+}$, Ca$^{2+}$, and Sr$^{2+}$ is certainly harder than oxidation of O$^{2-}$. Similarly, the Na$^{+}$-O$^-$ and K$^+$-O$^-$ centers in BaTiO$_3$ appear upon
respectively substituting Na⁺ and K⁺ for Ba²⁺ [6], and the Al³⁺-O⁻ center in SrTiO₃, upon substituting Al³⁺ for Ti⁴⁺ [7]. Finally, when an Fe ion is substituted for a Ti⁴⁺ in SrTiO₃, the Fe²⁺-O⁻ center rather than the Fe³⁺-O⁻ center has been observed [8], suggesting that oxidation of the Fe²⁺ ion is harder than oxidation of the O²⁻ anion for this compound. All these findings suggest that the ES of NiOₓ(OH)ₓ₋ₓ could be

\[ \text{Ni}^{2+} \text{O}_x \text{(OH)}^{2-x}_{2-x} \text{ independent of } x, \]  

instead of the ES (I) above. The aim of this work is to determine which ES, (I) or (II), is closer to reality.

The nickel oxide compounds that will be studied are listed in Fig. 1 and are categorized according to the ionic oxidation state of Ni, (IOS:Ni) which is defined as the mean OS:Ni assuming the normal OS of Li⁺, K⁺, Ba²⁺, O²⁻, OH⁻, and IO₄⁻. This IOS:Ni is uniquely related to the composition parameters, x and y, as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore most of the figures in this paper are plotted as a function of IOS:Ni. Figure 1 includes (a) the NOE material, NiOₓ(OH)ₓ₋ₓ for x=0-2, (b) Li-substituted NiO, LiₓNiₓ₋ₓOᵧ for y=0-1, (c) another battery material, Liₓ₋ₓNiOₓ for x=1-2, and (d) the IOS:Ni=4 compounds, KNOₓ(OIOₓ and BaNiO₃. A common property of all of these (a)-(d) compounds is that the Ni atom is surrounded by six oxygen atoms in a near octahedral symmetry. All compounds, except for those enclosed in dotted boxes, have a layered structure [1, 9, 10]. Both battery materials (a) and (c) are intercalation compounds of layered NiO₂ slabs. In (a), hydrogen atoms are intercalated between the NiO₂ slabs (i.e., intercalated into the van der Waals gap), whereas in (b), Li atoms are intercalated. There is a one-to-one correspondence between these two systems in their compositions (Hₓ₋ₓNiO₂ vs. Liₓ₋ₓNiO₂), but there is a key difference between them: In (a), the H⁺ ion is attached to a specific oxygen forming OH⁻, whereas in (b), the Li⁺ ion sits in the middle of the van der Waals gap coordinating to six oxygen atoms, i.e., in an octahedral site of the oxygen atoms of two NiO₂ slabs.

The nomenclature for the NOE material is as follows: The Ni(OH)ₓ is the active material in the NOE and exists in two forms, α (hydrated) and β (anhydrous) forms. The β-NiO(OH) is the incipient oxidation product of β-Ni(OH)₂ in the charging process. The β-NiO(OH) notation reflects its chemical composition. When β-NiO(OH) is fully charged or overcharged, γ-NiO(OH) is produced. Here γ-NiO(OH) does not represent its chemical composition, since γ-NiO(OH) is known to be NiO₂(OH)ₓ₋ₓ with x=1.5±0.1 [11-13]. Previous assignments of the OS:Ni for the compounds in Fig. 1 are that the OS:Ni equals the IOS:Ni, except for system (b) where the OS:Ni=2 for γ=0-1 has been proposed by Sawatzky’s group [2, 3]. Our work here is to re-examine the OS:Ni=IOS:Ni assumption for the remainder of the compounds, especially for the charged NOE material, β-NiO(OH) and γ-NiO(OH). Several experiments could differentiate the ES (I) from ES (II). Table I exhibits some of those experiments along with the associated properties that could differentiate Ni₃O₅(γ-OH)⁻ (ES (I)) from Ni₃O₅(γ-OH)⁻ (ES (II)) for NiO(OH). We repeat, symbols of the type O²⁻, Ni³⁺, (OH)⁻, etc. should be understood as the nominal valence (i.e., the OS), not as the actual atomic charge, which is in general much smaller and is not integral. The concept of the OS is useful only for ionic compounds, where the associated electron orbitals are substantially localized around an atom or a cluster of atoms. The EC specified with the OS’s represents an electronic occupation for such localized orbitals. Table I is presented to clarify further the meaning of the Ni₃O₅(γ-OH)⁻ and Ni₃O₅(γ-OH)²⁻ notations. This difference in the presence of a hole in the O²⁻, can be used to differentiate the two EC’s, Ni₃O₅(γ-OH)⁻ and Ni₃O₅(γ-OH)²⁻. Items (1) and (3) utilize the difference in orbital symmetry. The ground state of the Ni²⁺ and Ni³⁺ ions in the octahedral site are expected to be a high-spin Ni²⁺ (t₂₂g 3e₄g) 3A₂g. 

\[ 3A₂g \]
and a low-spin Ni$^{3+}$(t$_{2g}$)$^6$(e$_{g}$)$^2$E$_g$. This difference in the orbital symmetry, 3A and 2E, also can be used to differentiate the two ECs. Item (6) utilizes the difference in the atomic charges on Ni. The Ni atomic charge for the Ni$^{3+}$ ion is expected to be larger than that for the Ni$^{2+}$ ion, perhaps by around 0.1 electron charge (certainly not by one). The Ni core electron binding energy is sensitive to even such a small change in the atomic charge. In this paper, paper I, we analyze the Ni XPS and Ni XAS data consisting Item (6). Items (1)-(5) and more will be discussed in the succeeding paper II.

II. Ni 2p XPS

Figure 2 shows Ni 2p XPS spectra for some of the compounds listed in Fig. 1, along with that for Ni metal. These spectra are the results obtained by Mansour's group [14]. There exist other results in the literature for Ni metal, NiO, LiNiO$_2$, and Ni(OH)$_2$. To adopt the peak energies obtained by different authors, however, great care must be taken. For example, the absolute Ni 2p$_{3/2}$ peak energies for NiO obtained by Sawatzky's [3] and Mansour's [14] groups differ from each other by 1.5 eV, which is as large as the peak energy change expected for one OS number change. This discrepancy can easily arise from electrostatic charging of the sample and/or the work-function problem. We have avoided comparison of peak energies that are obtained by different authors. The widths of the peak line and energy separations between the main and satellite peaks are, on the other hand, free from the above-mentioned problems, since they are internally referenced. Below, we shall discuss the OS.Ni based upon three quantities, the Ni 2p$_{3/2}$ peak energies, the satellite energy separations, and the line widths, in that order.

A. Main peak

Figure 3 plots the Ni 2p$_{3/2}$ binding energies (relative to that of Ni metal) as a function of the IOS.Ni. The solid circles represent the results obtained by Mansour's group [14], whose spectra were shown in Fig. 2. The Ni 2p$_{3/2}$ peak for NiO is split as seen in Fig. 2. According to a recent study [15], this splitting originates from the Ni-Ni interaction, so that the "unperturbed" Ni 2p$_{3/2}$ peak energy can be obtained by averaging the two peak energies. Accordingly, we have estimated the unperturbed peak energy for NiO. The solid and dashed lines in the figure are the expected variation of the binding energy for OS.Ni=constant (=2) and OS.Ni=IOS.Ni, respectively. These expected variations will be discussed below.

The core binding energy of a metal atom in a transition-metal compound, in general, depends upon the nature of the ligand (such as the coordination number, sizes and electronegativities of the ligand atoms) as well as the number of d electrons on the transition metal (i.e., the OS of the metal) and the localization of the d orbitals. For the samples listed in Fig. 2, however, the nature of the ligand is the same and the localization of the 3d orbitals are similar to each other. Consequently, the Ni 2p$_{3/2}$ binding energy for those samples is predominately controlled by the OS.Ni. The Ni 2p$_{3/2}$ binding energy increase per unit OS.Ni increase ($\Delta$BE/$\Delta$OS.Ni) can be estimated in two ways. The EC of the Ni atom in Ni metal is known to be Ni(3d$^{8.4}$4s$^{0.6}$), suggesting OS.Ni=0.6 [16]. From Ni metal [OS.Ni=0.6] to Ni(OH)$_2$ [OS.Ni=2.0], the Ni 2p$_{3/2}$ binding energy increases by 2.8 eV. In an average, therefore, the $\Delta$BE/$\Delta$OS.Ni is 2.8/(2.0-0.6) = 2.0 eV/OS. Alternatively, one can argue that the 4s electron stays around the Ni atom much closer than the oxygen 2p electrons, so that the 4s electrons should be counted with the 3d electrons, i.e., OS.Ni=0.0 for Ni metal. This argument predicts $\Delta$BE/$\Delta$OS.Ni = 1.4 eV/OS. The dashed line for the OS.Ni=IOS.Ni is drawn using the lower value of 1.4 eV/OS, which gives the smaller deviation from the experimental data. When the OS.Ni=constant, the Ni 2p binding energy should be constant, as indicated by the solid line.
Increasing the OS.Ni by one, the Ni 3d electron charge should decrease by x
electrons. Finding this x value gives insight into the charge redistribution with OS.Ni change. Here we estimate x from the empirical ABE/OS.Ni values, 2.0 or 1.4 eV/OS. In a simple model, the ABE/OS.Ni for a layered NiO$_2$ is given by

$$\text{ABE/OS.Ni} = x(U(2p,3d) - Ae^2/4R),$$

where $U(2p,3d)$ is the Coulomb interaction energy between the 2p and 3d electrons, $R$ (=1.9 Å) is the Ni-O distance, A (=4.71) is the Madelung constant for the CdI$_2$ structure [17], and $e$ is the electron charge. The theoretical $U(2p,3d)$ value [=-$\Phi/15-3\Phi^2/70$] is calculated to be 36.6 eV using the F and G values in Ref. [18]. Since 80% of the theoretical value usually agrees with experiments, we adopt the $U(2p,3d)$=0.8×36.6 eV.

Equation (2) then gives $x=0.1$ and 0.07 for ABE/OS.Ni = 2.0 and 1.4 eV/OS, respectively. These small x values indicate that upon OS.Ni change, the Ni 3d charge tends to remain virtually constant by readjusting the electron density between Ni and O atoms through modifying the orbital shapes. This is due to the large 3d ionization energy and the large 3d-3d interaction energy in comparison with the other interaction energies involved.

The energy difference in Fig. 3 between the dashed line and solid circles for the samples with OS.Ni ≥3, especially for γ-NiOOH and KNO$_2$(IO$_3$) is much larger than possible errors in estimating the dashed-line data. This suggests the OS.Ni=2 for all three samples with OS.Ni ≥3 and discards the conventional OS.Ni=IOS.Ni assignment. Recall that the OS.Ni=2 assignment for LiNO$_2$ has been well established based on the oxygen K-edge XAS results by Sawatzky's group [2]. Their assignment confirms the above conclusion based on the XPS data at least for LiNiO$_2$.

We have stated above that the Ni 2p$_{3/2}$ binding energy should be constant when the OS.Ni remains constant, provided that the nature of the Ni ligand is the same. For an examination of this statement, we fortunately have a system whose OS.Ni is known and whose XPS data are available. Li$_2$Ni$_{2p}$O$_2$ for γ=0-1 is such a system, which has been well established by Sawatzky’s group to have OS.Ni=2 regardless of the γ value and whose Ni 2p XPS spectra have been reported by the same group [3]. We have obtained the Ni 2p$_{3/2}$ binding energies from their XPS spectra. The closed circles in Fig. 4 represent the Ni 2p$_{3/2}$ binding energy for Li$_2$Ni$_{2p}$O$_2$ relative to that for NiO (i.e., Ni$_2$O$_2$ for γ=0) as a function of the IOS.Ni [=(4-γ)/(4-γ)] value. The Ni 2p$_{3/2}$ binding energies are indeed constant independent of the IOS.Ni value, verifying the above statement. The dashed line is, as in Fig. 3, the Ni 2p$_{3/2}$ binding energies expected for OS.Ni=IOS.Ni, which are estimated using the ABE/OS.Ni=1.4 eV/OS. The disagreement between the dashed line and the solid circles (observed energies) denotes the OS.Ni=IOS.Ni assignment and confirms the well-established OS.Ni=2 assignment for Li$_2$Ni$_{2p}$O$_2$.

**B. Satellite structure**

The Ni 2p peaks are accompanied by strong satellites as seen in Fig. 2. Figure 5 plots the observed energy separations between the main and satellite peaks (solid circles) as a function of the IOS.Ni. The data for the Li$_2$Ni$_{2p}$O$_2$ systems are obtained from the spectra taken by Sawatzky's group [3] and the remainder are the results by Mansour's group [14]. As mentioned earlier, these energy separations are free from electrostatic charging and/or the work-function problems. This allows us to compare the results obtained by the different groups. The energy separations are found to be around 6 eV, virtually independent of the IOS.Ni value as exhibited in the figure.

For NiO, the origin of the satellite is well understood and characterized. The electronic configuration (EC) for the ground state of NiO is Ni$^{2+}$(2p$^6$3d$^9$)O$^2-$(2p$^6$). Those for the Ni 2p main peak and its satellite are respectively Ni$^{2+}$(2p$^6$3d$^9$)O$^2-$(2p$^6$) and Ni$^{2+}$(2p$^6$3d$^9$)O$^2-$(2p$^6$) [19]. Therefore, the energy separation between the main and
satellite peaks is given by the $3d[Ni^{2+}(2p^33d^8)]\rightarrow2p(O^-(2p^5))$ charge-transfer energy. The same holds for the satellite energy separation of all the compounds with OS.Ni=2. Consequently the energy separation should be constant regardless of the EOS.Ni value so long as the OS.Ni remains at 2. In other words, the OS.Ni=2 assignment for all samples presented in Fig. 5 is consistent with the observed constant energy separation.

Let us now examine the other OS.Ni=IOS.Ni (=n) possibility. The ground-state EC would be Ni$^{2+}$(2p$^5$3d$^{10}$)O$^2$-(2p$^6$). The ECs of the main and the satellite peaks would be respectively Ni$^{2+}$(2p$^5$3d$^{11}$)O$^-(2p^5)$ and Ni$^{(2+3+)}$(3d$^{11}$)O$^2$-(2p$^6$). Then, the separation energy between the main and satellite peaks would be given by the $3d[Ni^{2+}(2p^53d^{11})]\rightarrow2p(O^-(2p^5))]$ charge-transfer energy. It is hard to believe that this charge transfer energy could be independent of the value of n for n=2-4. In fact, we speculate without proof that the charge-transfer energy (i.e., the energy separation) could increase at least 2eV per $\Delta n$=1, as suggested in Fig. 5. (It should be larger than the ABE/AOS.Ni value (1.4 or 2.0 eV/OOS) because of the presence of an extra 2e core hole at the Ni atom in comparison with the Ni 2p XPS case.) In sum, the observed constant energy separation between the main and satellite peaks (Fig. 5) is consistent with the OS.Ni=2 assignment but inconsistent with the conventional OS.Ni=IOS.Ni assignment.

C. Line width for $\gamma$-NiOOH

For $\gamma$-NiOOH (having IOS.Ni=3.5), its Ni 2p$_{3/2}$ line width can be used to differentiate between the OS.Ni=2 and OS.Ni=3.5 assignments. The OS.Ni=3.5 assignment implies that some of the Ni atoms in the $\gamma$-NiOOH must be in the Ni$^{4+}$ oxidation, perhaps a half in Ni$^{4+}$ and the other half in Ni$^{3+}$. The Ni 2p$_{3/2}$ peak energies for the Ni$^{3+}$ and Ni$^{4+}$ ions are expected to be separated by about 1.4-2.0 eV as discussed above. Consequently, the Ni 2p$_{3/2}$ line for the OS.Ni=3.5 compound should be much broader than that for OS.Ni=2 compound, which consists of a single type of Ni ions, namely Ni$^{2+}$.

In Fig. 6, the Ni 2p$_{3/2}$ line shape for $\gamma$-NiOOH (solid circles) is compared with the line shape expected for the Ni$^{2+}$ [solid line] and (Ni$^{3+}$+Ni$^{4+}$) [dashed line] compounds. The Ni$^{2+}$ line shape is obtained from the C-Ni(OH)$_2$ spectrum as follows. First, the amplitude of the C-Ni(OH)$_2$ spectrum is normalized to that of the C-NiOOH spectrum such that the C-Ni$_{2}$ peak amplitudes agree with each other. This yields virtually identical line shapes. By removing a smooth background, the line shapes shown in the figure are obtained for $\gamma$-NiOOH (solid circles) and the Ni$^{2+}$ compound (solid line). The (Ni$^{3+}$+Ni$^{4+}$) line shape (dashed line) is constructed by superimposing the two Ni$^{2+}$ curves whose peak energies are separated by 1.7 eV (the midpoint of the 1.4 and 2.0 eV values). These three curves are normalized at the peak energies, as seen in the figure.

Figure 6 clearly shows that the Ni 2p$_{3/2}$ line shape for $\gamma$-NiOOH (solid circles) agrees very well with that for the Ni$^{2+}$ compound (solid line) but disagrees with that for the (Ni$^{3+}$+Ni$^{4+}$) compound. This means that the observed line shape (or width) for $\gamma$-NiOOH is consistent with the OS.Ni=2 assignment but is inconsistent with the conventional OS.Ni=3.5 assignment. In summary, the line width (Fig. 6), the peak energy (Fig. 3), and the satellite separation energy (Fig. 5) for $\gamma$-NiOOH consistently support the OS.Ni=2 assignment.

III. Ni K-Edge NEXAFS Spectra

A. Experimental results

Table II lists the energy shifts (or relative energies) of the pre-edge peak, the K-edge position, and white-line peak energy, along with the mean Ni-O bond length and the IOS.Ni value for the materials studied. These energy-shift data are obtained from Ni K-
edge NEXAFS spectra [13, 20, 21] published in the literature. Because the absolute energies are often unreliable, we have obtained the relative energies from a set of spectra appearing in the same figure or in the same table.

The pre-edge peak observed in the Ni K-edge NEXAFS data is due to a Ni(1s→3d) transition. For Ni(OH)₂, NiO, and KNiO₂(O₄), the shape of this pre-edge feature is sharp enough to determine the peak energy, but it is too flat to do that for β-NiO(OH) and γ-"NiOOH" [21]. This is because the former materials contain only one kind of Ni site but the latter, at least two different Ni sites; for example, some Ni in γ-"NiOOH" is surrounded by two OH and four O atoms, while others are surrounded by six O atoms.

The Ni K-edge energies listed in Table II are those given in Ref. [13], where the K-edge energy is defined as the energy where the intensity has half the height of the total edge jump.

The interpretation of the white line in the Ni K-edge NEXAFS data has not yet been finally established. The data listed in Table II is based on our own interpretation for the Ni(OH)₂ and γ-"NiOOH" data [20], which will be published separately elsewhere. Briefly, our interpretation is as follows: The white line in the Ni(OH)₂ data arises predominantly from multiple scattering involving the first shell of six oxygen's and can be attributed to a Ni(1s→4p) transition. The NEXAFS spectra for the charged electrode (γ-"NiOOH") shows a splitting of this white line, giving a broad peak and a sharp peak [20]. The intensity of the sharp peak increases with charging and disappears when fully discharged. We attribute the broad peak to Ni site surrounded by two OH and four O atoms, and the sharp peak to Ni site surrounded by six O atoms. This sharp peak is assigned to a Ni(1s→4p) transition. Accordingly, the mean Ni-O distance for this sharp peak is the same as that for Ni surrounded by six O atoms, as indicated in Table II.

The data listed in Table II, the energy shift vs. the IOS.Ni, are plotted with solid circles in Fig. 7, along with the relative 2p binding energies presented in Fig. 3. For the 1s→3d transition, we have plotted the averaged energy of the two data. [Diamonds connected with a dashed line are theoretical results obtained with the OS.Ni=constant. These theoretical results will be discussed later.] Figure 7 exhibits a striking difference between the 2p binding energy from XPS data and the transition energies (1s→3d, K-edge, and 1s→4p) from XAS data. The binding energy is invariant against the IOS.Ni, whereas the XAS transition energies increase as the IOS.Ni increases, suggesting that the variation of the transition energies may be consistent with the OS.Ni=IOS.Ni. For γ-"NiOOH" and KNiO₂(O₄), however, this OS.Ni=IOS.Ni assignment would contradict the OS.Ni=2 conclusion based on the XPS data for these compounds.

In order to resolve this dilemma, we must consider the Ni-O bond length variation with the IOS.Ni, since they are essential to understanding the XAS data. Not only the transition energies but also the mean Ni-O bond lengths vary with the IOS.Ni as shown in Fig. 8, where the bond length data are obtained from published data in the literature [22]. The mean Ni-O bond length decreases almost linearly as the IOS.Ni increases, except for γ-"NiOOH". An accurate mean Ni-O bond length for γ-"NiOOH" is hard to determine, because the measurement must be in situ and is affected by self-discharging, and moreover two Ni-O bond lengths have to be determined. The large deviation from the straight line for this sample is likely due to this difficulty. Hence, the mean Ni-O bond length that is estimated from the linear relationship is likely more reliable than the experimental one. We employ this estimated mean bond length for γ-"NiOOH", which is listed in Table II and will be used for theoretical calculations later.

The variation of the mean Ni-O bond length against the IOS.Ni (Fig. 8), like that of the transition energies (Fig. 7), might also be consistent with the OS.Ni=IOS.Ni. However, this assignment for LiNiO₂, γ-"NiOOH", and KNiO₂(O₄) contradicts the OS.Ni=2 conclusion based on the XPS data for these compounds. [Recall also that the
OS.Ni=2 assignment for LiNiO₂ has been well established, based on the oxygen K-edge XAS. In the following paper II, we will show that the OS.Ni=2 premise can account for the above-mentioned variation of the mean Ni-O bond length. This bond-length variation will be shown to arise from the increasing number of O⁺ ions, as the IOS.Ni value increases. Note that the increase in O⁺ ions there is a result of the OS.Ni=2 assignment. When the number of O⁺ ions increases, the covalent bonding contribution (Ni²⁺-O⁻) to the Ni-O bond increases, resulting in the shorter mean Ni-O bond length for the higher IOS.Ni compound. This suggests that the variation of the transition energies (Fig. 7) is due to the variation of the mean Ni-O bond length, which is caused by change in the covalent-bonding character (OS.Ni=2), rather than by change in the ionic-bonding character (OS.Ni=IOS.Ni). All of these will be demonstrated in the paper II.

B. Theoretical calculations

Figure 9 shows theoretical results for the transition energies (1s→3d, K-edge, and 1s→4p) and the 2p binding energies as a function of the mean Ni-O bond length. For comparison with the rest of the figures, we have also drawn an IOS.Ni scale, that is calculated from the linear relationship between the mean Ni-O bond length and the IOS.Ni, given by the dashed line in Fig. 8. These theoretical calculations are performed on NiO₆ octahedral clusters modeling the materials, where the OS.Ni (i.e., the electronic configuration for the Ni atom) is kept constant during the Ni-O bond length variation. The exitonic (1s→3d) and resonant (1s→4p) transition energies and the 2p binding energies are calculated utilizing a semi-empirical molecular orbital method. The K-edge and the white-line (1s→4p) peak energies are calculated utilizing a curved-wave multiple scattering method. Details of these calculations are described in the APPENDICES.

As mentioned above, the experimental 2p binding energy is invariant with the IOS.Ni, whereas the experimental 1s→3d, K-edge, and 1s→4p transition energies increase as the IOS.Ni increases (see Fig. 7). This striking difference is reproduced by the theoretical results presented in Fig. 9. The origin of this difference is rather simple. The 2p binding energy involves only a core orbital (2p), whereas the 1s→3d and 1s→4p transition energies involve not only a core orbital (1s) but also a valence orbital (3d or 4p) in the final state. The core (1s and 2p) orbital energies are invariant against the variation of the mean Ni-O bond length (R), whereas the valence (e_g(3d) and t_{2g}(4p)) orbital energies increase as the R decreases, since the e_g(3d) and t_{2g}(4p) orbitals are anti-binding orbitals with respect to the Ni-O bond. Further, the 1s→4p transition energy increases faster than the 1s→3d transition energy, because the 4p atomic orbital overlaps with ligand oxygen atomic orbitals more than the 3d atomic orbital; in other words, the t_{2g}(4p) orbital is a stronger anti-binding orbital than the e_g(3d) orbital. We believe that the terminal orbital associated with the K-edge transition at the half-step height is also anti-binding and localized around a Ni atom, similar to the e_g(3d) and (4p) orbitals. This would account for the K-edge energy shift variation as a function of R.

As seen in Fig. 9, the white-line, peak-energy shifts calculated by the electron scattering method agree well with the 1s→4p transition energy shifts calculated with the molecular orbital method. This agreement supports the conventional interpretation that the white-line peak in the Ni K-edge NEXAFS is indeed due to the Ni 1s→4p(t_{2g}) transition. However, it should be pointed out that this interpretation holds for an octahedrally coordinated Ni and not for a tetrahedrally coordinated Ni. The origin of the K-edge shift is not clear. Our NiO₆ cluster calculation results suggest that the higher shell contribution to the K-edge shift is small and that the K-edge behaves like an outer edge of the 1s→4p resonance.

The theoretical energy shifts for the OS.Ni=constant in Fig. 7 are calculated using the mean Ni-O bond lengths listed in Table II. Numerical values for the shifts are given in
Table III along with the corresponding experimental energy shifts, which show an excellent agreement with the theoretical results. In fact, most of the energy shifts are virtually identical. This agreement implies that the OS.Ni of the materials, β-NiO(OH), γ-"NiOOH", KNiO₂(ΙΟ₄), and BaNiO₂, which appear in Table III, should be OS.Ni=2. For γ-"NiOOH" and KNiO₂(ΙΟ₄), this is consistent with our conclusions on the XPS data.

What would the energy shifts be, if the OS.Ni=IOS.Ni? First of all, we estimate the transition energy increase per unit OS.Ni increase (∆E/∆OS.Ni) using the same model as Eq. (2), which is used for the ∆BE/∆OS.Ni estimation. In this model, the ∆E/ΔOS.Ni for the 1s→3d transition is given by

\[
\Delta E/\Delta OS.Ni = x[U(1s,3d) - Ae²/4R] - x[U(3d,3d) - Ae²/4R]
\]

\[
= x[U(1s,3d) - U(3d,3d)],
\]

where x=0.07, which corresponds to the ∆BE/∆OS.Ni=1.4 eV/OS. Notations for other quantities in Eq. (3) are the same as those in Eq. (2). Using the 80% of theoretical values for the Coulomb interaction integrals [18], U(1s,3d) and U(3d,3d), we obtain ∆E/ΔOS.Ni=0.67 eV/OS for the 1s→3d transition. For KNiO₂(ΙΟ₄), we have ∆OS.Ni=2 with respect to the OS.Ni=2 compound, since we are assuming OS.Ni=IOS.Ni=4 for this sample. The 1s→3d transition energy shift due to the ∆OS.Ni=2 is 2 times 0.67 eV/OS and that due to the R change from the IOS.Ni=2 to 4 has been estimated to be 1.8 eV (see Table III). A sum of these two contributions gives 3.1 eV. This value (3.1 eV) for the 1s→3d transition energy shift of KNiO₂(ΙΟ₄) is listed in the OS.Ni=IOS.Ni column of Table III. Other energy shifts in the same column are obtained similarly, but with the following modifications. The theoretical U(4p,3d) value for the 1s→4p transition is not available [18]. So we have used the U(4s,3d) value for it. This substitution yields a smaller energy shift, so that the estimated 6.0 eV for the 1s→4p transition of γ-"NiOOH" is smaller than it should be. For the K-edge energy shifts, we have assumed that U(K,3d)=

[U(3d,3d) + U(4s,3d)]/2, where K stands for the terminal orbital associated with the half-step-height K-edge transition. The energy shifts obtained with OS.Ni=IOS.Ni are, as seen in Table III, too large in comparison with the experimental results. In contrast, the energy shifts obtained with OS.Ni=2 agree with experiment within ±0.1 eV.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Figures 4 - 7 and Table III summarizes our results. According to these analyses, both the XPS and XAS data favor the OS.Ni=2 assignment for the compounds studied, LiNiO₂, β-NiO(OH), γ-"NiOOH", KNiO₂(ΙΟ₄), and BaNiO₂. In other words, the more covalent electronic structures, Li¹Ni²O³O⁻₁·₅·₈, Ni²⁺O²⁻(OH)²⁻, Ni²⁺O²⁻(OH)²⁻₇·₈ [x=1.5], K⁺Ni²⁺O²⁻(ΙΟ₄)⁷⁺ and Ba²⁺Ni²⁺O³⁻⁰·₃·₃, are preferred over the conventional ionic electronic structures, Li¹Ni³⁺O²⁺, Ni³⁺O²⁻(OH)²⁻, Ni²⁺O²⁻(OH)²⁻₇·₈ [x=1.5], K⁺Ni⁴⁺O²⁻(ΙΟ₄)⁷⁺ and Ba²⁺Ni⁴⁺O²⁻. For the fully charged nickel oxide electrode, γ-"NiOOH", three aspects of the XPS spectrum (main peak energy, satellite energy separation, and line width) and two aspects of the XAS spectrum (white-line peak energy and K-edge position), all consistently favor the OS.Ni=2 assignment. This conclusion, we believe, holds for all nickel oxide compounds whose Ni sites are octahedrally coordinated by oxygen atoms and which have a layered or chain structure, but may not hold for the compounds which have a 3-dimensional networked structure, such as a rutile or fluorite structure.
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APPENDIX A: Molecular Orbital calculations

We are concerned here with the $R$ dependence of the transition energies for a relatively small variation ($\pm 0.2$ Å) of $R$ (the Ni-O bond length). This makes the theoretical calculations much easier, because we can avoid calculation of the multiplet splitting, which, in comparison with the orbital energies of the antibonding orbitals, is insensitive to a small change of $R$. Consequently the $R$ dependence of a state (arising from an electronic configuration) or the slope of energy against $R$ is approximately equal to the $R$ dependence of the average energy of the multiplets arising from the electronic configuration. This means that we can use simple models, such as Hyper Hartree-Fock or Xa [23], whose total energy is an average of the multiplet energies, to evaluate the $R$ dependence of the transition energies.

In an octahedral ligand field, the Ni 3d orbital is split into the $t_{2g}$ and $e_{g}$ components, and the Ni 4p orbital has $t_{2u}$ symmetry. For the Ni$^{2+}$($3d^{8}$) anion, the electronic configuration is Ni$^{2+}$($t_{2g}^6 e_{g}^2 t_{2u}$). The Ni(1s$\rightarrow$3d) and Ni(1s$\rightarrow$4p) transitions should be written as Ni(1s$\rightarrow$e$_g$) and Ni(1s$\rightarrow$t$_{2u}$), but we shall keep the atomic notation. In the Xa method [23], the Ni 2p binding energy and the Ni(1s$\rightarrow$3d) and Ni(1s$\rightarrow$4p) transition energies are given by

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Ni 2p binding energy:} & \quad \text{BE}(2p) = -e_{2p} \\
\text{Ni(1s$\rightarrow$3d) transition energy:} & \quad \text{TE}(1s$\rightarrow$3d) = e_{eg} - e_{1s} \\
\text{Ni(1s$\rightarrow$4p) transition energy:} & \quad \text{TE}(1s$\rightarrow$4p) = e_{2u} - e_{1s}'
\end{align*}
\]

where the orbital energies, $e_{i}$, are calculated with the intermediate electronic configuration (namely with "the transition state procedure" [23] which includes the electronic relaxation). The Ni 1s orbital energies, $e_{1s}$ and $e_{1s}'$, for the 1s$\rightarrow$3d and 1s$\rightarrow$4p transitions are different, because the intermediate electronic configurations for the two transitions are different.

The $R$ dependence of $\text{BE}(2p)$, $\text{TE}(1s$→$3d)$, and $\text{TE}(1s$→$4p)$ are given by the expressions,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{BE}(2p) &= -[e_{2p}(R) - e_{2p}(R_0)] \\
\text{TE}(1s$\rightarrow$3d) &= [e_{eg}(R) - e_{eg}(R_0)] - [e_{1d}(R) - e_{1d}(R_0)] \\
\text{TE}(1s$\rightarrow$4p) &= [e_{2u}(R) - e_{2u}(R_0)] - [e_{1d}(R) - e_{1d}(R_0)]
\end{align*}
\]

(A2)

where $R_0 = 2.07$ Å, the Ni-O bond length of the IOS.Ni=2 compounds. Core orbital energies, $e_{eg}(R)$, $e_{eg}(R_0)$, and $e_{1d}(R)$, are almost invariant against a small variation of $R$, so long as the electronic configuration, $t_{2g}^6 e_{g}^2 t_{2u}$, is kept independent of $R$. In other words, if the OS.Ni (i.e., number of 3d electrons in Ni) is kept constant, the $R$ dependencies are approximately given by

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{BE}(2p) &= 0 \\
\text{TE}(1s$\rightarrow$3d) &= e_{eg}(R) - e_{eg}(R_0) \\
\text{TE}(1s$\rightarrow$4p) &= e_{2u}(R) - e_{2u}(R_0)
\end{align*}
\]

(A3)

The theoretical energy shifts for the Ni 2p binding energies are therefore $\text{BE}(2p)=0$, as indicated in Fig 9. The $R$ dependencies (A3) are rather insensitive to the actual electronic configuration used in the calculation, so long as the EC is kept the same.

We now evaluate the $e_{eg}(R)$ and $e_{eg}(R_0)$ orbital energies keeping the electronic configuration constant. The $R$ dependence of the orbital energies for antibonding orbitals, such as $e_{eg}$ and $t_{2u}$, can be reproduced rather accurately using practically any method which includes the overlapping effect of the atomic orbitals. We have used the extended Hückel method with the code supplied by Hyper Chem [24] for an octahedral NiO$_6$ cluster modeling the materials. To keep the electronic configuration constant, we have performed the calculations without charge iteration for all $R$. We have examined the effect of nuclear-geometry distortions, such as long and short Ni-O distances for $\beta$-NiO(OH) and
angular distortions between Ni-O bonds. The effects of the distortions on the calculated orbital energies are found to be negligibly small. The extended Hückel orbital energies for the perfect octahedral NiO₆ are used to calculate the 1s→3d and 1s→4p transitions (A3). The resulting transition energies are plotted in Fig. 9 as the molecular orbital results (solid circles).

APPENDIX B: Electron Scattering Calculations

The Ni K-edge NEXAFS spectra, revealing the K-edge position and white-line peak, can be directly calculated using a multiple-scattering method such as the one used in the FEFF6 code [25]. The FEFF6 calculations are performed on a perfect octahedral cluster of NiO₆ including a large number of multiple scattering paths (LEG=8). We have implicitly kept the electronic configuration constant by utilizing the same atomic electron densities for all R, that is, by not assigning atomic charges in the input data. The resulting Ni K-edge NEXAFS spectra agree well with the corresponding experimental spectra. The theoretical R dependence of the white-line peak positions (i.e., the first peak energies) are shown in Fig. 9 as solid diamonds and labeled as 1s→4p. The effect of distortion of the nuclear-geometry has been found to be larger in the FEFF6 calculations than in the extended Hückel calculations. Nevertheless, the distortion effect is small enough to be ignored.

To calculate the K-edge, half-step-height energies, we have employed two definitions for the step height: (i) the "atomic" absorption μₒ amplitude at 100 eV above the threshold energy and (ii) the first peak amplitude in μₒ. These two definitions introduce a negligible difference for the calculated K-edge shifts. The effect of distortion of the nuclear-geometry on the K-edge energy is found to follow closely the distortion effect on the white-line energy. The K-edge shifts for a perfect octahedral NiO₆ are shown in Fig. 9 with solid diamonds along with other theoretical results.

The origin of the K-edge shift is not clear. We are not aware of any explanation in the literature, except the statement that the K-edge shift is due to the change in oxidation state of the absorbing atom. As mentioned above, we believe that the white-line peaks in our samples originate from the 1s→4p transition. However, we are not sure what controls the energy position of the K-edge as defined by the half-step height. Intuitively we expect that μₒ, which depends on not only the absorbing Ni atom but also on the neighboring atoms, might control the K-edge shift. Another possibility is that the 1s→4p transition, through the χ, influences the absorption, μ (μₒ + χμₒ) in the edge region. We have calculated the K-edge shift for μₒ and found that the μₒ contribution to the K-edge shift contributes only about 28%, indicating that the χ essentially controls the size of the K-edge shift. This finding and a linear relation between the K-edge shifts and the 1s→4p transition energies (see Fig. 9) suggest that the K-edge shift, like the white-line peak shift, is largely controlled by the 1s→4p transition. The white-line peak, however, can be affected by higher shells containing heavy atoms such as the case for BaNiO₃, whereas the K-edge shift will be affected less by the higher shell so that it can reflect the 1s→4p transition even when the higher shell contribution is large. This is certainly an advantage of utilizing the K-edge shift over the white-line shift to trace the 1s→4p transition, for octahedrally coordinated Ni.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG. 1. Three series of nickel oxide compounds listed according to the IOS.Ni. All compounds consist of NiO$_6$ octahedrons and have, except for those enclosed in dotted boxes, a layered structure. Relationships between the IOS.Ni (αν) and the chemical composition parameters, x and y, are indicated.

FIG. 2. Ni 2p XPS spectra for some of nickel oxide compounds listed in Fig. 1 along with that for Ni metal.

FIG. 3. Ni 2p$_3/2$ binding energy as a function of the IOS.Ni. The solid and dashed lines are the expected variations of the binding energy for OS.Ni=constant and OS.Ni=IOS.Ni, respectively.

FIG. 4. Ni 2p$_3/2$ binding energy for Li$_y$Ni$_{12}$O$_2$ (y=0.0-0.8) [Ref. 3] vs. the IOS.Ni (x=1-(4-y)/(2-y)). The solid and dashed lines are the expected variations of the binding energy for OS.Ni=constant and OS.Ni=IOS.Ni, respectively.

FIG. 5. Energy separation between the main and satellite peaks of Ni 2p$_3/2$ as a function of the IOS.Ni. The solid and dashed lines are the expected variations of the energy separation for OS.Ni=constant and OS.Ni=IOS.Ni, respectively.

FIG. 6. The Ni 2p$_3/2$ line shape for γ-NiOOH (solid circles). The solid and dashed lines are the expected line shapes for the Ni$^{2+}$ and (Ni$^{3+}$+Ni$^{4+}$) compounds, respectively.

FIG. 7. Pre-edge peak (1s→3d), edge position (K-edge), and white-line peak (1s→4p) energies of Ni K-edge NEXAFS spectra (Table II) (solid circles and solid lines) plotted as a function of the IOS.Ni, along with the 2p binding energies. Mean energies for the IOS.Ni=2 compounds are set to zero for all four cases. Diamonds and dashed lines are the transition energies calculated with OS.Ni=constant.

FIG. 8. Mean Ni-O bond length vs. the IOS.Ni. The dashed straight line indicates an trend in the variation of the bond length as a function of the IOS.Ni. A large deviation from the straight line for y=“NiOOH” is likely due to experimental difficulty (see the text).

FIG. 9. Theoretical 1s→3d, K-edge, 1s→4p, and 2p-binding energies of a NiO$_6$ cluster calculated as a function of the Ni-O bond length with OS.Ni=constant. The IOS.Ni scale is calculated from the linear relationship between the mean Ni-O bond length and the IOS.Ni, which is shown with the dashed line in Fig. 8. Two theoretical approaches, molecular orbital (solid circles) and electron scattering (solid diamonds), are used.
Table I. Experiments and associated physical properties that could differentiate the \( \text{Ni}^{3+} \text{O}^2-(\text{OH})^* \) from \( \text{Ni}^{2+} \text{O}^{'-(\text{OH})^*} \) electronic configuration for NiO(OH).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Ni(^{3+})O(^2-(\text{OH})^*)</th>
<th>Ni(^{2+})O(^{'-(\text{OH})^*})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1s(O) → 2p(O) transition</td>
<td>Oxygen K-edge XAS</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3d(Ni) → 2p(O) transition</td>
<td>Optical absorption</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron conduction in the oxygen 2p band</td>
<td>Photoelectron current</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jahn-Teller distortion</td>
<td>X-ray diffraction EXAFS</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic moment</td>
<td>Magnetic susceptibility</td>
<td>Due to Ni(^{3+})</td>
<td>Ni(^{2+}) and O(^-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni atomic charge</td>
<td>Ni XPS and Ni XAS</td>
<td>Larger than Ni(^{3+}-(\text{OH})^*)</td>
<td>Same as Ni(^{2+}-(\text{OH})^*)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II. Energy shifts of the white-line peak, the K-edge, and the pre-edge peak obtained from Ni K-edge NEXAFS results in the literature, Refs. [20], [13], and [21] respectively, along with the mean Ni-O distances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>IOS.Ni</th>
<th>Mean Ni-O distance (Å)</th>
<th>Energy shift (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White-line peak</td>
<td>(\beta)-Ni(OH)(_2)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1s → 4p)</td>
<td>(\gamma)-NiOOH(^*)</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.88(^a)</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-edge position</td>
<td>(\beta)-Ni(OH)(_2)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(at a half height)</td>
<td>(\beta)-NiO(OH)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\gamma)-NiOOH(^*)</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.92(^b)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BaNiO(_3)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-edge peak</td>
<td>(\alpha)-Ni(OH)(_2)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1s → 3d)</td>
<td>KNiO(_3)(IO(_3))</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiO</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNiO(_3)(IO(_3))</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Mean Ni-O for Ni surrounded by 6 oxygen atoms (see the text).
\(^b\) Estimated from the linear relation between the mean Ni-O and the IOS.Ni shown in Fig. 3 (see the text).
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